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W

ell, spring has sprung and I am sure you are all either recovering from Holy Week or working diligently on your
spring concert music. Let the fun begin!

Our jobs are both exhausting and rewarding and don’t leave a lot of time
for us to breathe. This summer at the Alabama ACDA Summer Conference we will get the opportunity to breathe, laugh, learn, and build
stronger choral communities. Dr.’s Jerry from the University of North
Texas and and Julie McCoy from Texas Wesleyan University will be
sharing their expertise during our two-day event in Tuscaloosa. Interest
sessions, reading sessions, and a great concert will all be a part of the
schedule. Registration is located on the Alabama ACDA Website.
In March we had a great contingency of Alabama Choral Directors at the
ACDA Southern Division Conference in Chattanooga, TN. Every time I
turned around I saw familiar faces from around the state. There was a
lot of fun, fellowship, and learning that took place during the conference.
We heard some wonderful choirs, attended some great sessions, and
enjoyed getting to know each other better. I can’t imagine a better way to
rejuvenate and get ready for the end of the year. If you missed it, mark
your calendars now for the National ACDA Conference in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, March 8-11, 2017. We will get more details to you about
flights, conference tracks, and rooms at the beginning of next year.
Our state continues to offer tremendous choral opportunities for singers.
Thank you to those of you who already participate in an Alabama ACDA
event(s). Listed to the right are the dates of our ACDA events for this
spring and next year. Check out the website for more information.
I can’t wait to see you this summer. Consider bringing a friend who has
never attended and please don’t hesitate to contact the Alabama ACDA
Board if you have any questions about anything. We are here to serve.

UPCOMING EVENTS

April 20-30, 2016

Young Voices Festival
The University of Alabama

July 18-19, 2016

Summer Conference
The University of Alabama

TBA November, 2016

Collegiate Choral Festival
Location TBA

January 13-14, 2017
Show & Jazz Choir Festival
Vestavia Hills, AL

March 11-17, 2017
National ACDA Conference
Minneapolis, MN

Meg
DR. JERRY MCCOY.

MRS. JULIE MCCOY.

» 2016 Summer Conference Clinician

» 2016 Summer Conference Clinician

čč It was when I moved to my second teaching
assignment that I really got determined to figure
out how to wade through all the school stuff and
get to the task at hand: teaching music.

NEW YEAR,
NEW SCHOOL,
NEW YOU

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
. Study the Past
. Live In the Present
. Chart a Path to the Future

AMANDA SLAY
R&R Chair for Multicultural Music
Choir Director, Hoover High School
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W

hether beginning your first teaching
assignment or transitioning to a new
school, it is safe to say you are, or will
be, feeling stressed. Being in a new
school comes with a plethora of challenges. Every
school and each school system has its own personality
and focus. From the moment you accept a new job
your world gets bombarded with... new. Most likely,
your first task in this new job will be attending new
teacher orientation. While you won’t learn anything
about your students or what your everyday work
will be like, you will be overloaded with procedures,
policies, information about benefits, insurance, professionalism, system goals and demographics. After
having completed orientation on a system level you
then have school specific orientation. This time is
spent meeting with administrators to discuss school
discipline and expectations, taking a tour of campus
and meeting with your assigned mentor. You get
valuable training on how to clock-in, take attendance,
post grades, fill-out referral forms, receipt money,
get approval for fundraising, request field trips and
somewhere in there someone might even tell you
what is going to happen on the first day of school. Did
I mention that all of this happens in about 48 hours?
By the end of this experience you think to yourself, “I
just want to teach music!” So, with all this new information, where do you start when planning for your
first year in a new place and how do you keep music

making at the center of it all? It was when I moved
to my second teaching assignment that I really got
determined to figure out how to wade through all
the school stuff and get to the task at hand: teaching
music. I like to think of the process in steps.

STUDY THE PAST
The first step in planning this new year should start
in the past. Make it your goal to know where the
program has been the last several years. What have
been the teaching strategies and philosophies up until
now? How has the program been structured and
managed? What are the expectations of students and
parents? Talk to veteran teachers in the building, administrators, other elective teachers, music teachers
in your feeder pattern, parents and students. Find old
concert programs, trip itineraries, handbooks, tests/
assignments, pictures, adjudicators’ comments, etc.
and get a full picture of where you are coming in on
this journey. It is difficult to come into a new teaching
situation if you have no idea what prior experiences
and expectations your students have. Realize that the
behaviors, routines and values of your students have
been learned and may need to be re-taught by you to
reflect your expectations.
If you are walking into an established program, then
there will inevitably be some traditions that your
students and parents will have come to expect and
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hold close to their hearts. Invest time with your students listening to what these traditions have meant to
them over the years. Genuinely care about learning
why the traditions exist. Respect them, but don’t feel
bound by them. In the end, there will be some traditions that you may want to keep and then some you
just cannot get on board with. It has helped me, in the
past, not just to abolish a tradition, but instead replace
it with something that is born out of your experiences
and relationships with the students over time. Also,
don’t feel like you have to find all this information
before school starts. As the year progresses, students
and parents alike will fill you in on what has been
done in the past and if it’s not broken don’t fix it.

LIVE IN THE PRESENT
The second step is crucial to the success of your first
year in a new place. The students are in your room,
they are cautiously excited for this new year and they
want to sing. They want to sing awesome songs in a
wonderful choir with their friends and they want to
learn about music. In the present, it is your responsibility to teach. Avoid getting bogged down in all the
school stuff so much that you neglect your primary
objective. Protect your class time, it is sacred. Many
times I can remember being so overwhelmed by
outside things that I would fail to plan a lesson. The
students don’t know all of the extraneous things that
are happening as you learn all the new procedures in
the school. Therefore, when class begins your other
worries end.
Assess where your students are starting musically
and make small, attainable goals. What are your
students going to accomplish in the next week, three
weeks, three months? Create several lists of possible
concert music of varying ability and voicing so you
are ready with accessible repertoire for any ensemble.
If you have been teaching for several years then this
part will be easy. You may be able to reuse repertoire
you have done in the recent past at your new school.
If this is your first teaching assignment, your temptation is going to be to perform all the repertoire you
sang in high school and college. In addition to drawing on your past experiences, this is a great time to
connect with another more seasoned director and ask
for guidance and suggestions on repertoire. The thing
to remember in the present is that students want to
be apart of a positive and uplifting program that will
challenge them to improve. Be careful that all the
logistics and everyday school “stuff” doesn’t distract
from that goal.

CHART A PATH TO THE FUTURE
The last step, for good reason, is looking to the future.
When the year first begins you probably won’t even

MARTIN HOST.
» Flickr

be able to think 24 hours into the future much less
into the next year or the next 5 years. However, when
you get a few months into school and you have made
connections and survived your first performance
with these new students you will begin to think about
the future. When planning for the future there are a
few things to keep in mind. Consider what your students have done and which of those things have been
most successful or effective. Consider everything
from classroom management and learning methods
to concerts and field trips. Spend time deciding if you
would change anything in order improve upon these
activities and methods. This is a great time to bring
in feedback from students. Next, I would consider anything you want to add on the choir calendar, to the
class offerings, or to your teaching toolkit. Think big
and include your administration in your plan. Chart a
way forward that avoids doing too much too fast, but
improves the choir experience for all students. In the
future, anything is possible.
A first teaching job gives you the opportunity to
experiment with all the things you have learned in
your undergraduate program of study. Try and try
again until it works. If you are transitioning to a new
school as an experienced teacher, it affords you the
opportunity to hit the reset button. Take advantage
of it! Try new things and take risks. The steps I have
presented here are things that have worked for me
and I encourage you to use them as a starting place.
However, figure out what works best for you and
don’t hesitate to reach out for help from those who
have done it before.
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To Be or Not To Be...
A Member of ACDA: Benefits for Teachers and Church Musicians

KAY DICK
Membership Chair
Choir Director, Chelsea High School

............................................

S

ome years ago when I
became a public school
teacher, my school bookkeeper asked me a very
important question. She said,
“Why do you need to be a member of American Choral Directors
Association, and can you provide
proof to our auditors that it will
benefit your students?” I then
set out to “prove” the validity in
joining, and I started by asking
other choral music teachers in
my district. The same answer
came back each time: “you have
to be a member if you want to
attend events with your students.”
Sounding like a plausible reason,
I then provided written proof
saying I had to be a member in
order for my students to attend
and because my choral program
was only beginning, the budget
being shall-we-say non-existent,
I, if hesitantly at first, forked over
the personal funds needed to join.
I can honestly say that I have
never regretted that decision,
and it was a wise investment in
my program (my students) and
me. My program, which existed
of 2 high school students and
a rabble of untried and unruly
middle-schoolers, began to grow

as their teacher grew as a music
professional by attending events
like the Young Voices Festival,
the ACDA Jazz and Show Choir
Festival, Summer Conference, and
regional and national conventions. The relationships I have
made through being a member of
ACDA are invaluable to me and
well-worth the time and money.
Kuder, an educational and career
planning company, states that all
people seeking a career should
join a professional organization
for opportunities in networking, professional development,
leadership, friendship and fun.
My fellow teachers were correct
in letting me know the benefits of
being able to attend events with
students but that is just the tip of
the benefits iceberg. In this article
I will highlight some of the most
important reasons why every
music educator, active or retired,
every music education student,
and every church music director/
minister in Alabama should be
a member of American Choral
Directors Association.
Networking is a buzzword that,
in recent decades, has become

associated with everything from
computer hardware to business
and social media relationships.
However, networking’s only value
is the relationships which come
from it. As a member of ACDA,
there are the “old-school” ways to
meet with people face-to-face at
the regional and national conventions and also at state events
such as Summer Conference.
ACDA Summer Conference is
truly a twinkling jewel set right
in the middle of the scorching
Alabama summer and is a chance
for all members at every level to
recharge batteries and refuel the
tank for the coming year. Nationally known clinicians and local
members alike have opportunity
to teach sessions and share ideas.
It has truly become a highlight of
the off-season for many of us.
Have you ever started the hunt
for the best choral risers or some
other piece of equipment and
wondered, “where do I begin?”
Choralnet.org, which is only one
of seven online benefits for members, offers forums on everything
from equipment to tried-and-true
literature and offers conversations
on almost any subject that a choral musician could desire. Other
online helps include the ACDA
Career Center, a listing of job
openings, where you can create
job alerts that notify you when
specific jobs are added.
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ChorTeach is an online magazine with insightful resources for
directors and music educators. The
Choral Journal, which is published
11 times a year, is available electronically to members. The International Journal of Research in
Choral Singing (IJRCS) is ACDA’s
scientific research journal. ACDA
Radio and ACDA on YouTube
provide media opportunities to
explore performances, educational
videos, and other playlists of choral
music. Efforts are made to provide
networking and professional development opportunities for every
member. Sometimes I hear elementary choral directors say that there
is little offered for them in ACDA.
The organizational leadership has
heard this as well and is striving
to provide more for this age group.
The 2017 National ACDA Conference in Minneapolis “will have a
major focus on children and youth”,
says Cheryl Dupont, the National
R&R Chair for Children and Community Youth in the March 2016
edition of the Choral Journal. A
mass children’s choir will perform
Britten’s Ceremony of Carols and
will be conducted by Joan Gregoryk. This event promises to be a
life changing experience students,
their parents, and teachers! It is my
hope that some fortunate Alabama
students will have this opportunity, as well as some others that are
provided through ACDA.
To its members, ACDA provides
a mentoring program. “An ACDA
mentor is a guide, friend, and
resource who shares her or his
choral education and professional
experience to help pave the way for
you to succeed at your studies and/
or profession.” As choral musicians,
we have all felt “like an island”
at times. In schools, teachers are
grouped into departments such

as the math, English, science, and
history departments. Within the
departments, these teachers are extremely familiar with each other’s
content area and teaching strategies are somewhat similar. Many
core teachers find a natural collaborative spirit in which to work and
thrive. On the other hand, choral
music teachers, the “specials” as we
are called at the elementary level,
are usually thrown into departments with the visual art teachers,
theater teachers and/or about the
closest to the choral species, band
directors. By the very nature of
what we teach, we are a “one-of”.
Finding a mentor is sometimes
difficult and professional development meetings at the school and
district levels consist of a jumbled
mess of acronyms and buzzwords
that none of us has a clue about; we
sit there dazed and confused until
someone says it’s lunch time. Then
we gather ourselves up, stumble
out to the safety of our preferred
environment, the rehearsal room,
hoping our principal did not notice
the glazed “no-one-is-at-home”
look we had on our faces while
they were earnestly and fervently
debating the latest .002 increase
on the National Assessment of
Educational Progress Scale Score,
Grade 8 Writing Assessment or
some such other “foreign language”.
Choral professionals must go outside their walls to find mentors and
professional development. ACDA
provides both. Recently, my students asked me why I was going to
be gone from school for a few days
in March--I will be attending the
ACDA Southern Division Conference in Chattanooga, TN--I simply
told them that I was attending the
conference and when they asked
why, I told them that I hope I never
stop working to become a better
teacher.

čč Don’t we all want to be better?
Then, let’s stop hesitating, come
together, and do it! Join ACDA and
attend meetings; it is that simple!
Becoming the best “music professional” possible is a reason to join
ACDA. Business consultant Doug
Ales says, “If your business comes
from relationships, relationships
should be your business.” This quote
perfectly describes choral musicians. Our choristers and their families ARE our relationships. These
are people who depend on you and
me to be the music professionals in
their lives. We owe it to them and
to ourselves to get up, go outside
our comfort zone, and continue
striving for excellence.
One other reason to join is that we
are better together than we can
be alone. Think of it as one single,
solitary note on a page. If the
objective is to make music, one tiny,
lonely ink blob cannot accomplish
this. The note has no purpose on its
own, no future, no past, no reason
for being there and no power, but
when other notes join, a symphony
ensues. As members of ACDA, past
and present, we are the notes; together we are the music and a force
to be reckoned with. Alone on our
islands, we are powerless.
Music advocacy has become more
important than ever. Those of us
who are old enough to have lived
through the arts poor 1970’s and
80’s remember school systems with
no music programs, and have lived
through the rebuilding of those
times. There continue to be many

ALABAMA CHORAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
schools in our beloved state of Alabama
who do not provide choral music as part
of their curriculum. Even in my own
county, elementary school teachers only
see students for one thirty-minute class
per week, because of the other subjects
that vie for valuable time. A former
president of the United States of America,
Gerald Ford said about the arts, “Music
education opens doors that help children
pass from school into the world around
them – a world of work, culture, intellectual activity, and human involvement.
The future of our nation depends on
providing our children with a complete
education that includes music.” Who will
protect and further this idea, if not us?
ACDA provides an opportunity to join
together and accomplish more that could
ever be done on our own.

•
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director/music minister I have ever met
lives to inspire excellence, educate, and
believes in the power of music to better
our world. It is our privilege and calling,
as music professionals, to further these
ideas of which the ACDA founders were
acutely aware, and to continue to instill
them, as they did, in generations to come.
I am grateful to ACDA for leading in these
endeavors and giving us a wider platform
from which we can operate to share this
message. It is my sincere hope that as
members of Alabama’s chapter of the
American Choral Directors Association,
we can make a difference in the lives of
many as did Mr. Holland’s character in
one of my favorite movies, “Mr. Holland’s
Opus”. As described by his student Gertrude:

The current ACDA mission statement is
“...to inspire excellence in choral music
through education, performance, composition, and advocacy.” Even in the early
days of ACDA, it is apparent that our
founders certainly understood these principles and can applaud this new mission.
In the January 1985 edition of The Choral
Journal, Charles C. Hirt, one of ACDA’s
charter members quotes comments made
in the January 1971 edition of The Choral
Journal. “What a fantastic profession is
ours. We are not only engaged in translating the musical score into living choral
sound, but consciously or unconsciously
we influence the lives of countless thousands of people for better or for worse in
the process.” Every music teacher/church

MR. HOLLAND’S OPUS
» Alchetron.com

čč Mr. Holland had a profound influence on my life and on
a lot of lives I know. But I have a feeling that he considers
a great part of his own life misspent. Rumor had it he was
always working on this symphony of his. And this was going
to make him famous, rich, probably both. But Mr. Holland
isn’t rich and he isn’t famous, at least not outside of our little
town. So it might be easy for him to think himself a failure.
But he would be wrong, because I think that he’s achieved
a success far beyond riches and fame. Look around you.
There is not a life in this room that you have not touched,
and each of us is a better person because of you. We are your
symphony Mr. Holland. We are the melodies and the notes
of your opus. We are the music of your life.

•
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JAMES BROWN, PH.D.
R&R Chair for Youth & Student Activities
Assistant Professor of Choral Music
Troy University, School of Music

#PREPARATIONOFTHESCORE

D

o you ever find yourself having
sleepless nights as a new academic year approaches, and it
has nothing to do with numbers,
new administration, etc., but everything to
do with selection of music? At the beginning of each academic year, I find myself
rediscovering why I love my job…choosing
new music. While this can be an arduous
task at times, I always welcome the opportunity to choose repertoire that meets my
students where they are, challenges them,
and where I can explore mixing the “old”
with the “new”. Some other aspects that are
considered during the process is what do I
want my students to experience with me,
especially if they are in it for the “long haul”
the duration of their studies. It is possible,
that for most of us if not all, our personal
music education philosophy unravels in our
selection process.
While I am not proclaiming to have the
“perfect” equation for choosing music, I
have used the following guidelines to help
ensure a varied program and exciting, fruitful experience for me, but most importantly
for my students. While choosing music is
an important part of the process, it is just as
important to prepare the score and discover what tactics will be used to teach the
material in a practical, exciting way. The
guidelines shared are time consuming, but
extremely rewarding in the long run. The
best transfer I can make comes from my
vice outside of music…weightlifting—the
more reps I do with focus and purpose, the
better the outcome and the more likely I
will continue to do it.
If one considers using this format for
repertoire selection and preparation, other
valuable pieces will present themselves:
warm-ups that are specific to repertoire
being done for that chosen program,
broadening of color palette [dynamics and
articulation] for each piece, considerations
of performance practice. Students want to

MUSICAL CHALLENGE
VOCAL CHALLENGE
ARTISTIC CHALLENGE

be moved by the music. They want to take
a little piece of our passion and share their
own musical stories. Using the following
guidelines may provide another way for
each of us students and teachers alike to
build new skills and discover other compelling ways to bring the music to life.

#FRESHLOOKONCHOOSINGMUSIC
MATCH THE MUSIC TO STUDENTS’
ABILITIES AND GOALS
MUSICAL CHALLENGE
THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC
What music skills are required by the music? For example:
• Is it a steady beat or does the meter or the
tempo change?
• How complex are intervals?
• Is the rhythm syllabic, melismatic or
syncopated?
• What are the voicing requirements?
What current musical skills will the
students use or build on to sing this song?
What new musical skills will they need to
sing this song?

VOCAL CHALLENGE
VOCAL PRODUCTION
What vocal skills are required by the music? For example:
• Is the total range and tessitura (the average range of the notes) appropriate voice
part?
• Does the melodic contour allow intelligent vocal production?
• What kind of articulation skills are needed to produce clear diction?
• Is a foreign language involved?
What current vocal skills will students use
or build on to sing this song? What new
vocal skills will they need to sing this song?

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

Register Now!
Private music lessons are offered in the areas of

Voice, Piano, Organ, Trumpet, Trombone,
Violin, Cello, Guitar, & Percussion.
Please ask if you need lessons on other instruments.

The 2015 Fall session begins Aug 17 and runs for 15 weeks, ending Dec 4.
The 2016 Spring Session will begin Jan 4, 2016 and consists of 17 weeks.

For more information or to register, visit: vhumc.org/coa
For questions, email coa@vhumc.org or call Ellen Bryant at 205-769-0123.

S U P P O R T E D B Y T H E M A R Y A N N D O R S E Y C O N S E R VAT O R Y O F T H E A R T S F O U N D AT I O N
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WHY
DID WE
CHOOSE
EDUCATION?
JOHN KINCAID

President-Elect, Alabama ACDA
Choir Director, Hoover High School

NICK LA FOUNTAIN.
» Flickr
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T

he following statement was probably first
heard when you were in college and having
conversations about your schedule and how
busy you were. Of course, your friends who
were in more “difficult” majors felt the need to point
out that you were only a music major, and a music education major at that - and as everyone knows, “those
that can’t do, teach”. This is the phrase to which I
am referring. If you did not hear this in college from
your peers, surely you have been exposed to this
expression in other situations, if not explicitly, then
it has been implied. This article, or rambling stream
of thoughts, is not intended to dispel that assumption
or prove to others how difficult our job is compared
to some. I am actually using this venue to remind
myself of how incredibly fortunate we are to be in
our positions.
I have had a difficult year, moving into a new position, replacing a legend in our state’s choral history
and legacy, and attempting to continue the tradition
expected while also determining what direction the
program should take to achieve that highest level
possible under my leadership. Added to this task, is
the reality of starting this endeavor with a co-teacher
who is very talented and established within her own
professional career and expectations, and ensuring
that class and schedule structure complements
our unique skill sets and abilities to enhance student success and program growth. This specific
weekend, I was humbled as I stepped outside
of my comfort zone and conducted a live band
with our show choir for the first time, making
multiple mistakes with tempo and balance, and
personally giving up on attempting a marathon
for which I had trained months to run. Both of
these perceived failures have seemingly been the
pinnacle of my shortcomings, both professionally and personally. It seems that these two worlds
are often intertwined for music teachers.
I share this with you not to invoke sympathy, but
to be transparent. I have worked professionally with students since my first paid leadership
position as a youth director at 19 years old (what
were they thinking…?), then through 15 years
as a middle school choir teacher and now for
the past 5 years in 2 high schools. All of these
experiences have presented unique challenges
and have been different from year to year. This
past week, my classes participated in a non-music activity in which I had students anonymously

write down their insecurities or obstacles to attempting new things. Here are a few of their statements:
•

I always fear doing what is “right for me” even if
there is not a wrong answer. I stress about doing “the
most right” thing. Fear of failure, fear of not being
good at something keeps me from trying new things.
I always compare myself to others with an unfair
comparison. I take what is best from others and
compare it with what is worst about me. I struggle
with depression.

•

Insecure about my body and physical appearance
in general. I care too much about how others think
about my actions and how people perceive me to
achieve some of my goals. Maybe I’m not as good as
others, or not good enough at what I’m passionate
about.

•

Weight, anxiety, fear, getting left for other people,
being lied to, not being interesting enough, weird, not
smart enough, doing something wrong, and not being
enough for other people.

•

My parents kinda discourage me, they call me ugly,
fat, mainly stupid and a disappointment...when I
don’t really agree with them. So I try to act like I don’t
care and they think I’m mean and have no feeling or
heart because of it.

•

I’m a perfectionist of anything I involve myself and
participate in...wanting things to be done right or not
at all...which makes me my own worst critic.

Why include these quotes in an article about music
education? Because the inherent challenges and priorities are different, depending on the arena in which
music is created.
I chose to be a public music educator. I chose to
teach middle school and high school age students.
If you chose this profession, then I believe there is
a common link between us that is sometimes overshadowed, forgotten or lost among the requirements
and demands of the educational system. That link is
that we believe the student or child is infinitely more
important than the subject we teach. If I somehow
was required to teach algebra next year, I would still
believe that the student is my focus, before algebra. If
you chose to be a public music educator you took on
certain responsibilities that may not be expected in
other musical professions.

•
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So what does this mean in practical terms in our
classroom? I believe that this requires us to know our
students beyond their skill level or abilities as a musician and what they can offer to our class; to understand their weaknesses and fears. We must care for
our students as human beings first, before we care for
them as musicians. Does the quality of the performance occasionally suffer because of the attention we
give to the individual student, or even the individual
class? Yes, sometimes. But this is a long term investment with a phenomenal return.

All of us, students and teachers alike, oscillate between confidence, insecurity, acceptance, rejection,
belief, doubt. Shared vulnerability allows deeper
emotions to connect to the music, deepening both the
musical experience and internal bonds within the
choir. This does not create weakness in a choir, but
strength.

A RALLY CRY FOR
THE RENAISSANCE
GETTING BACK IN TOUCH WITH THE ORIGINAL “OLD SCHOOL”
DR. CHRISTOPHER M. WALTERS
R&R Chair for Senior High School Choirs
Director of Choirs, Randolph School
Instructor of Voice, UAH
Music Director, Huntsville Collegium Musicum

S

ometimes I wonder if we might be abandoning Renaissance music. “Surely not!” you say?
Well, I invite you to peruse the repertoire of
recent “high-profile” high school choral performances, whether for national or divisional ACDA
conventions, State Choral Performance Assessment,
or any similar context. Perhaps you might start to
see what I see – heavy doses of contemporary pieces
with, perhaps, one or two selections predating 1900.
This is not a bad thing in itself necessarily. We
certainly do well as a choral profession to champion new music and the music of living composers.
Nevertheless, it is also incumbent upon us to continue championing our entire repertory to the greatest
extent possible. Choral music represents a body of
literature richer and more vast than any other (our
band director colleagues, for instance, envy the ability
to program from the historical periods we take for a
granted), and, to put it bluntly, our students deserve
the opportunity to get to know the original “old

school”—Dufay, Josquin, Byrd, Victoria, et al—and to
not be fed an exclusive diet of Eric Whitacre or [insert
the latest “hot” composer here].
As someone who conducts high school choirs—who
also directs a semi-professional ensemble specializing in early music—this trend remains acutely on
my mind. Indeed, the Renaissance Period (let’s say,
roughly, 1400-1600), though acknowledged to be “The
Golden Age of Choral Music,” may be waning in the
current climate of high school choral music. Take for
example that in Alabama, since 2012, clinicians for
the high school All-State and AMEA Honor choirs
have programmed a total of three (3!) pieces by Renaissance composers. And I would venture to say that
our state festivals are certainly not outliers.
In response to this development, it is the over-arching
purpose of this article to advocate for rallying back to
the steady programming of Renaissance choral works
in our high school choral classrooms. As I outline
below, such pieces can be ideal selections for developing singers, and highly practical choices for directors
with pinched classroom budgets.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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PEDAGOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

There are crucial pedagogical reasons to program
Renaissance choral works for ensembles comprised
of high-school-age voices:

The practical reasons to program this music are
nearly entirely a function of the availability of this
music. Well-known now in our profession, online
resources such as The Choral Public Domain Library
(cpdl.org) and the Petrucci Music Library of the
International Music Score Library Project (imslp.org)
are huge repositories of predominantly public-domain Renaissance choral scores. And there are very
compelling reasons to spend time perusing such
databases:

1
2

Vocal tessituras tend to remain relatively restricted for all voice parts (although this may
be less true for tenors). Additionally, extremes
of range for the entire ensemble can be avoided, generally, by transposing up or down one or two
half steps as needed.
As the primary sources from the time period
indicate, the timbral ideal for Renaissance
works can be characterized as light and
pleasing. While excesses are to be avoided,
vocal timbre should not be anesthetized either. And
in contrast to what was prevailing thought with
regard to the interpretation of this music, minimal
vocal vibrato is an important component of expression in Renaissance music. In essence, because high
school singers often experience an emerging though
minimal vibrato (and should never be encouraged
to force or falsely produce this quality as a sound
practice of healthy choral pedagogy), Renaissance
works may be especially suited to the natural color
of their voices.

3
4

Renaissance choral works essentially stay
in one tonal “key” or modal area. As such,
they are ideal pieces for teaching or utilizing
solfege, numbers, or any other sight-singing
method.
Because much of this repertoire is in
Latin—which employs only five vowel
sounds, when employing Ecclesiastical
pronunciation—the ensemble is particularly
afforded the opportunity to focus on vowel purity
and unification. English, on the other hand, requires
twelve different pure vowel sounds – and this is to
say nothing of the diphthongs and triphthongs in
our language.

5
6

As much of this music is set polyphonically,
singers are encouraged and required to develop independence. Contrapuntal and imitative textures render each voice part equal to
the next, as all present “the melody” simultaneously
or in close proximity to one another.
With this body of music, particularly considering the time frame it encompasses and the
languages represented, there are numerous
opportunities for cross-curricular explorations with our teaching colleagues in history, foreign
language, and science.

1
2

The first is obviously financial. The only cost
to obtaining these scores in bulk is the cost
associated with printing and copying – and
this can be a major factor for the astute high
school director striving to program quality literature
on a tight budget.
Second, and specifically with regard to CPDL,
conductors may search certain libraries by
voicing, which can be a tremendous help for
smaller programs or unbalanced ensembles.
Do you conduct an ensemble with a glut of sopranos
and very few guys? Look at Orlando di Lasso’s Alleluia, laus et gloria in SSSB voicing. Attempting to find
challenging SAB works? Excerpt a movement or two
from William Byrd’s Mass for three voices. Indeed,
works for numerous voicings can be identified in
seconds with such powerful tools.

3
4

Third, though much of this music does
involve sacred texts—which can sometimes
lead to complications in public school situations—many works also utilize secular texts.

Finally, because such resources exist online,
they are both readily accessible to students
and integrable into any classroom technology plan. Student-led choral projects where
students peruse and identify their own repertoire,
or even the idea of an “iPad choir,” are projects (or
aspirations!) which depend upon the existence of
accessible, searchable, and educationally-worthy
choral music.

A FINAL THOUGHT
Finally, let me offer one passing thought on Renaissance choral music in the high school choral context: if a general perception exists that Renaissance
choral music is boring or passé, it may be because
we have not done an adequate job of keeping our
interpretations and performances of this repertoire
relevant and interesting.

•
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To illustrate, my experience has been that
most performances of this literature in the
high school choral context are too slow.
We do well to remember that composers
of this music felt governed by the principle
of a tactus, which—at the risk of oversimplification—was a fairly universal concept,
and was generally around 60-80 beats per
minute to the half note in our modern performing editions (60-80 BPM being equal to
the resting human heartbeat). Therefore,
as one very specific example, and regardless of what recording legacy might exist,

Byrd’s Ave verum corpus should be conducted in two, with one’s metronome set
no slower than about 60 (some textbooks
posit that the tactus is as slow as 40, but
unless you are a 21st-century high-endurance athlete, your resting heartrate is not
going to be 40 beats per minute).
Furthermore, I challenge any high school
director to examine with one’s chorus the
translation of Lasso’s Matona mia cara—
or the madrigalian phraseology that “I
die” often means one is experiencing an

orgasm—and see if your choral rehearsal
remains boring!
Okay, while that last aside might be a
little much, the concluding point I wish
to make is: Renaissance choral music is
relevant, engaging, even thrilling, and
often transcendent; and more importantly,
it is pedagogically and practically a strong
choice for our high school choral students.
If such works are being overlooked in our
current choral climate, it is our charge to
change this course. The “Golden Age of
Choral Music” is so-called for a reason.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
ARTISTIC CHALLENGE
INTERPRETIVE AND EXPRESSIVE
SKILLS, STYLE AND HISTORY
What artistic skills and experience are required by the music? For example:
• How worthwhile is the text? Is it good literature? Does it reach a high aesthetic level?
• How does it contribute to the cultural
diversity of your repertoire?
• How does it contribute to the stylistic
diversity of your repertoire?
• Does it present an opportunity to learn a
song in a foreign language?
• Does it present an opportunity to learn
about music?

How accessible is the music to students?
• How appropriate is it to their stage of
intellectual development?
• How can the text be related to other discipline areas the students are studying?
• How appropriate is it to the students’
emotional development?
• Is it different from what they have done
before?

CLICK BELOW
NEW
REPERTOIRE
WORKSHEET

HOW DOES YOUR
CURRENT REPERTOIRE
MEASURE UP?
WHAT ARE THE
PROGRAMMING
CHALLENGES IF
YOU CHOOSE THIS
REPERTOIRE?
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH TERRE JOHNSON
RECIPIENT OF THE 2015 TOM
SMITH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE
IN CHORAL MUSIC.
QUINT HARRIS
R&R Chair for Music in Worship
Director of Music & Arts Ministries,
Vestavia Hills United Methodist Church

I

recently had the privilege
of sitting down with Terre
Johnson for an interview.
Our time was spent talking
about his life, career, and the
deep passion he has for ACDA
as well as music in worship.
Talking over lunch it is easy to
see how Terre relates so well
to so many different people.
His easy going and honest way
of communicating is endearing, and his keen intellect is
refreshing in a way that challenges one to consider all the
possibilities.
We began our conversation
talking about his early career
and how he came into choral
conducting.
Q: Looking back on your
career, how would you
describe it?
A: I could have never predicted
that I would be a choral director even after taking my first
job in a small church when I
was sixteen. I went to school to
study instrumental music at

Troy University, but changed
over to choral music education
after a series of wonderful choral
experiences.
Q: What are some of your
fondest memories of those
early years?
A: Working with Tom Smith at
the Auburn University Summer
camp. Tom introduced me to
ACDA. This is what I consider to
be the beginning of my professional career as a choral conductor. I took a job in Montezuma
Georgia as a full-time church
music and youth director. I was
hungry for more knowledge
so I enrolled in the graduate
program at FSU, which became
like a dream. I was able to direct
the Advanced Singers under the
tutelage of Clayton Krehviel. Dr.
Krehviel was friends with Robert
Shaw and became a wonderful
connection for me.
Q: What were your next steps
in your career?
A: Following FSU I spent many
years at First Baptist Dothan.
This was a warm and welcom-

ing place that I was glad to call
home. It is where my children
were raised. I was able to lead
the choir on European tours and
sing wonderfully rich music with
them. The music ministry also
supported several ensembles in
all ages as well as an Academy
of the Arts. FBC Dothan will
forever hold a special place in my
heart. I also was able to work
for Mid-America Productions.
This was an opportunity I could
not afford to miss. My work
with them has taken me all over
the world and led to many new
experiences that have enriched
my life.
Q: Tell us about your experience as the R&S Chair for
Music in Worship.
A: As I said earlier I love ACDA
and what it stands for as well as
its mission and goal. My work
as R&S chair gave me an opportunity to work with even more
wonderful people in our field.
I saw a need to re-vitalize the
Music in Worship track within
the conference system of ACDA.
This was most evident in the
National Convention held in
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TERRE JOHNSON.
» 2015 Tom Smith Award Recipient

Dallas, TX. We began the process
of having offerings for church
musicians by church musicians.
This was a revolutionary change
and brought a certain energy to
the sessions. We also created an
emersion day for music in worship
which has turned out to be very
popular. Through these and other
changes ACDA has become an
organization that can reach a much
broader spectrum of people. In the
Music in Worship track it also helps
cross denominational lines. This
has been a huge part of the extraordinary round-table discussions that
we have been able to incorporate
into both regional and national conventions.
Q: What do you see as the
“State of Music Ministry?”
A: I believe we have a need for
more places where the generations
can discuss worship and specifically
music in worship. Places where
deeper thinking can occur about
how we can really represent world
music in our own small sphere.
We need to work more diligently
to preserve the spiritual as well as
connect with various ethnicities.
Our field is full of people who may
not have the preparation for their
current situation. If you are that
person….we (ACDA) can embrace
you and seek to help if we can.
Q: What was your reaction to
be selected as the 2015 recipient of the Tom Smith Award?
A: Initially sheer and utter disbelief.
Once the shock wore off I was beyond honored and humbled. ACDA
is a wonderful organization and I
am proud to be a member and to be
able to serve.

DEANNA JOSEPH
» gsucommunitymusic.com

INCREASE YOUR
APPTITUDE
KATE DONALDSON
R&R Chair for Children’s Choirs
Music Educator, Vestavia Hills Elementary Central

..............................................................

I

t seems each year gets more
and more challenging to
KNOW our students, communicate with our parents,
and extend our music instruction
beyond the classroom. Elementary music educators average
between 30-45 minutes per week
of instruction with their students.
In my case that is 25 hours a year.
I personally, have gone from 400
to almost 800 students in the last
10 years at my school. The more
we know our students the better
we can meet all their individual
and varying needs. But how do
we keep up with it all? We as
educators know we need to collect
data and assess the individual
accomplishments so we can tailor
our instruction to be meaningful.
We also need to meet our ever-increasing number of technological-

ly savvy students where they are
if we hope to inspire them to continue their musicianship beyond
the confines of our classroom.
As my classes grow in size and
units I am so thankful to have
discovered some Apps that have
changed how I can serve and
know my kids. The first app that
I use daily is called Smart Seat.
It allows me to create classes for
up to 80 (with my choir, I made
2 classes of 55 for part 1 and part
2). You can rearrange them very
easily when you see that two
students shouldn’t be sitting next
to each other. My roster is created
with a picture of each student and
also has a place to keep “notes” on
students that have special instructions, allergies, and other challenges (great to leave for a sub). It
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has made such a difference when I have
100 students who try out for speaking
parts. I make notes next to their picture!
The one disadvantage is that when you
download the app it doesn’t sync/communicate with other devices.
Another app I use daily for class accountability and encouragement is
ClassDojo. The free website at classdojo.
com walks you through the process but
then you can easily download the app
and award or deduct points from ANY
device, even from your phone. My
students LOVE earning points for completing theory homework, daily participation, extra research, hallway behavior,
and helping others. I am also able to
deduct points if they forget to bring their
materials or assignments. At the end of
the grading quarter I can print a spreadsheet (with the click of a button) and
DOJO calculates an average and also

gives me documentation for the grades
my students earn in class. We use
the points they earn for a “DOJO Day”
where students can purchase an assigned seat for the day, a music video,
music pencils or whatever you decide
that encourages them to strive to be
their best. There are home features that
parents can sign up to communicate
with you directly and they can login and
see their child’s weekly progress.
Two additional apps that my kids really
enjoy are STAFF WARS and NOTE
NAME MEMORY! Both are wonderful
in centers, and some students have loaded them on their own devices. These are
wonderful apps that help the students
increase their note reading aptitude,
which opens the door for their musicianship and success. I hope these help you
as much as they have helped me! Try
them, they are App’d to change your life!

CLASS DOJO.
» FREE in the Apple App Store

SMART SEAT.
» $4.99 in the Apple App Store

•
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AN ANNOTATED “TRIED AND TRUE” LIST OF
GREAT CHORAL MUSIC FROM OUR BOARD!
FROM DAN CATER:
No Time | by Susan Brumfield | SATB/
SSAA/TTBB | Colla Voce Music LLC 2120260 | No Time is more on the advanced
end of the Junior High and Middle school
spectrum, but is a great challenge for your
singers. This was many of my students’
favorite piece they performed last year.

FROM MEREDITH DEVORE:
Jubilate Deo | by Mozart, arr. Spevacek | TB
| Heritage Music Press | A very accessible classical piece that is well-suited to a
developing men’s choir. Each vocal line is
singable, which makes the harmonies easier to sustain. My boys enjoyed the upbeat,
bouncy feel of the piece, and I enjoyed the
opportunity to teach them Latin vowels,
phrasing, and expressive singing.

FROM KATE DONALDSON:
Rhythm of the Rain | by Jerry Estes | Uses
Percussion and Piano | Alfred – 17730.
Only seeing my choir for 45 minutes a
week to rehearse, I love being able to
combine choral singing with Orff instruction. This piece uses woodblocks, maracas,
triangles, drums and xylophones. We
also used a rainstick at the beginning.
This piece also has a descant that gives us
3-part harmony at the end.

FROM MELINDA DOYLE:
Dawn | SATB divisi Chorus, a cappella | G.
Schirmer, Inc. HL 50490262 | Stunningly

beautiful, the composer captures both the
natural daylight breaking over the horizon, as well as the affirmation of a new
day. This is created through the layering
of voices to create rich harmonies, rising
vocal lines, and unresolved suspensions.
The concluding aleatoric section not only
expresses hope and joy as well as longing
and mystery. Duration: ca. 4:01.

FROM FAYE HAAG:
Esto Les Digo | by Kinley Lange | SATB
A Cappella | Text – Matthew 18:19-20 |
Alliance Music Publications. This beautiful a cappella hymn is in Spanish and will
greatly enhance your choir’s attention to
vowel sounds and phrasing. There are
several suspensions in the piece and dissonant chords that your choir will love to
sing. This is a song that must be sung with
tenderness and quietness. My students
love when I pick it up after we have been
doing something powerful and energetic.
It immediately changes their demeanor. A
beautiful solo toward the end can be done
by a small group of first Sopranos if you do
not have one girl who has the confidence
to do it alone.

general liturgical use. Well written vocal
lines with interesting harmonic structure.
Extended ranges for Soprano (Bb5). Duration: ca. 3:00min

FROM MARY KATHERINE KILGORE:
Magnificat in B flat | by Charles Stanford |
Op. 10 | SATB chorus and organ | Novello
or CPDL | Exciting, expressive, and accessible for church, community or collegiate
choirs.

FROM JERRY OLSON:
Hear Us, Lord | by Hal H. Hopson | Hal
Hopson Choral Series General | Prayer
Octavo | 8 pages | Published by MorningStar Music Publishers MN.50-5350 | This
is an original composition by Mr. Hopson
with a text by the great poet John Donne.
The expression of “We are more music
when we pray, than spheres, or angels
singing alleluia” is set to a hauntingly
beautiful melody. The opening verse could
be performed by a soprano soloist. Highly
recommended for church and community
choirs.

FROM MICHAEL ZAUCHIN:
FROM QUINT HARRIS:
Early, My God | by Kevin A. Memley |
SATB divisi a cappella w/ treble solo | Hal
Leonard Publishing P1499 | Moderate
to difficult | Text is based on a poem by
Isaac Watts. Good concert piece as well as

SUMMER CONFERENCE
THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
JULY 18-19, 2016

Salmo 150 | by Ernani Aguiar | SATB a
cappella | Earthsongs S-40 | Of moderate
difficulty | Based on Psalm 150 | This piece
is useful as a concert opener and general
use. Duration: ca. 2:00min.
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MORE “TRIED AND TRUE” CHORAL MUSIC
FROM DOFF PROCTER:
Ehre sei dem Vater (Glory to the Father) |
by Heinrich Schuetz | from the “Gloria” of
his German Magnificat but published in a
separate octavo by Tetra Music Corp./Continuo Music Group 419-5 | SATB | Wonderful opener to a set of songs. Effective going
from A section in 4/4 into the dance-like B
section in 3/4 and then back to 4/4 for the
rousing Amen. Optional continuo part, but
we have always done it a cappella with our
high schoolers.

FROM TERESA RHYNE:
Fa Una Canzona | by Orazio Vecchi | SATB
a cappella | CPDL and multiple publishers.
This lively Italian madrigal is classic concert/festival material. This works well for
middle school through high school (and
beyond!) and can be placed in any position on your program. Often performed
with added tambourine, hand drum or
finger cymbals, minimal or multiple verses
may be used. This is a delightful piece for
performers and listeners alike! Duration:
ca. 1:30 min.

FROM MEGAN RUDOLPH:
The King Shall Rejoice | SATB | G.F. Handel/
ed. Andre Thomas | Students will love

singing this great Handel piece. The tenor
part is a little high (as is most Handel), but
doable if you have great tenors. Tenor part
can also be adapted to that the altos split
to sing some of the higher tenor parts.
Introduces both strophic and polyphonic
singing.

FROM JIM SCHAEFFER:
Gather at the River | by Brian Tate | SATB
a cappella | Pavene Publishing WRG1017 |
Of easy difficulty. The repetition throughout this slow and soulful a cappella piece
makes it very accessible for high schools,
churches, and community choirs.

FROM RACHEL SMITH:
There Has to Be a Song |by Andrea Ramsey
| Santa Barbara Music Press SBMP 970 |
SATB, SA | Students really enjoy discussing the text, and the piece is a joy to sing!
We sing it as our “end of the concert” piece
each year.

FROM CHRIS WALTERS:
Sitivit anima mea |by Palestrina | CPDL |
This is the lesser-known, seconda pars of
Palestrina’s double motet Sicut cervus –
sitivit anima mea. It contains all of the features of Palestrina’s mature style: points of

imitation, carefully prepared and resolved
dissonances, and obviously pairs quite
nicely with Sicut cervus for an extended
and contrasting Renaissance “set” on any
concert program.

FROM DIANE ORLOFSKY:
The True Knowledge: Four Mystical Poems,
“4. The True Knowledge” |Eric William
Barnum (1979 -) | SATB, piano (for rehearsal only, with SATB div.) | ewbmusic.com.
Looking for a benediction to end your
program or an end of the year tribute to
graduating seniors? This piece by Eric
William Barnum might be just what you
are looking for. Barnum’s choral set The
True Knowledge: Four Mystical Poems, illustrates his use of medieval chant elements,
dissonant harmonies, and evocative text
settings. The fourth movement, “The True
Knowledge”, utilizes an Oscar Wilde poem
and provides a kind of benediction for the
listener: “…Thou knowest all, I cannot see.
I trust I shall not live in vain, I know we
shall meet again in some divine eternity”.
This piece is worth a look – and I dare you
not to be moved by both the climax of
the piece and the musically sensitive and
reverent setting of the last line of Wilde’s
poem.
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